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WALTONABDUCTION
COVER-UPREVEALED

Philip J. Klass, author of UFO's E×- story later told by Rogers, and other returning Travis to his mother's home
PLAINED, agreed to give NICAP a members of his crew (ages 17-251, they in Snowflake, Duane decided to drive
complete interview regarding his find- saw a UFO hovering nearby. They Travisto Phoenix, reportedly to obtain
ings concerning the Travis Walton claim thatTravisWaltonjumped out of medical assistance. Later that same
Case. After six months of detailed re- the moving car and walked/ran under day he was examined by two physic-
search, Mr. Klass has valid data which the UFO, that he was "zapped" by an ians at the request of APRO.
indicates that information had been intense glowing beam from the UFO, On Feb. 7, 1976, almost three
withheld intentionally by APRO (Aerral and that the rest of the crew panicked months after Travis' return, he and
Phenomena Research Organization) and drove off, leaving their friend Duane took polygraph tests admini-
which is based in Tucson, Arizona. behind. A short time later, they claim, stered by George J. Pfeifer, then era-
The Nat[onal Enquirer was also aware theyreturnedtothespottoseek Travis ployed by Tom Ezell E_Associates of

_'_at additional information about the but that he had disappeared -- seem- Phoenix. toAccording published re-

alleged abduction was available but inglycarried off bythe UFO. It was not ports, both men passed the exam
th{s has been withheld from the public, until more than two hours later that which involved many questions dealing

NICAP ran an article covering the Rogers and his crew decided to report with Travis' claim of having been ab-
Travis Walton Case in the January the incident to Under-Sheriff L.C, ducted by a UFO. The widely pub-
1976 fssue of the UFO INVESTIGA- Ellison in nearby Heber, Ariz. licized results of these tests seem to
TOR. NICAP's consensus even at that While Travis was missing, Rogers confirm that such an incident actually
time was that Walton and his associ- and the other five young men took a occurred.
ates were either involved in a hoax or poJygraph test, on Nov. 10, admini_ In evaluating the authenticity of
that a psychological phenomenon was stered by C.E. Gilson of the Arizona such a case, UFO researchers must
involved, It was decided that no further Dept, of Public Safety of Phoenlx. Five concentrate on the validity of available
manpower would be allocated, This of the young men "passed" the data. After reading the reports pub-
decision wes based on NICAP's origin- examination but the results for one lished by other organizations and
al data, and the knowledge that APRO (Allen M. Dalis) were "inconclusive," national newspapers, one would think
was continuing the investigation. It has according to Gilson. The reported test that the Walton Case was avery strong
been a normal procedure in the past for resultshave been widely interpreted as one for the following reasons.
the two organizations to exchange endorsing the authenticity of the
information on cases, and we felt that alleged UFO abduction. IT WAS REPORTED THAT:
duplication of efforts was not Shortly after midnight on Nov. 11, 1. Walton passed the polygraph
necessary. Travis telephoned his sister, Mrs. examination,

A summary of the incident as it was Grant Neff, of Taylor, Ariz. (near 2. Thereweresixotherwitnesses. Five
presented by the news media is Snowflake), from a phone booth in of the s|x passed the polygraph
included for your information. Heber, about 30 miles away, Mr. Neff examination.

On the evening of Nov. 5, 1975, at and Travis' older brother Duane, who 3. Walton is of high character,
approximately 6:15 p,m. MST, a crew had come to Snowflake from his home 4. Walton and his family had very tittle

_f seven young woodcutters, headed in Phoenix shortly after the alleged prior interest [n UFOs. Therefore, it
y Michael Rogers was returning UFO incident, both drove to Heber to would be unlikely that he would

home. Rogers (age 28) was under con- pick up Travis. They reported finding concoct a story relating to UFOs.
tract to the U.S. Forest Service to thin him crumpled on the floor of the phone 5. None of the other six witnesses had
out 1,277 acres of National Forest land booth, and ]n a very "confused" any motivation to participate in a
near TurkeySprings. According to the mental state. A short time after hoax.
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For the information of NICAP mem- events that had transpired during the CORROBORATING WITNESSES'
I_ers, these points are discussed in week following Travis' return through POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS
detail. They give even stronger indi- November 16. No mention of the
cation that NICAP's original eonclu- November 15 lie detector test was As reported in the January 197_
sion is the correct one, i.e., the case is included, issueof the UFO INVESTIGATOR, th_
a hoax. Mr. Klasshas hard physical evidence polygraph exam given to the other

in his possession, which has been alleged witnesses was designed to

WALTON'S POLYGRAPH checked byNICAP, thatMr. McCarthy determine whether or not Walton
EXAMINATION did test Travis Walton on November might be the victim of foul-play insti-

l5, 1975, and that Walton failed the gated by his associates. Three of the
Mr. Klass revealed to NICAP that a test, The evidence includes such docu- four relevant questions asked during

liedetector test had been administered ments as: the test dealt entirely with this issue.
to Travis Walton THREE MONTHS The test was given by C.E. Gilson, an
EARLIER, ON NOVEMBER 15, 1975. 1. The polygraph examination state- examiner with five years' experience.
WALTON FAILED THE POLYGRAPH ment of consent dated Nov. 15, Hisstatement to Mr, Klass was, "That
EXAMINATION AT THAT TIME. 1975 and signed by Travis Walton, was our sole purpose.., to deter-

This first test was given in the 2, McCarthy's written report to the mine whether or not there had been a
Sheraton Hotel in Scottsdale, Arizona National Enquirer dated Nov. 16, crime committed." The single question
on the afternoon of November 15. The 1975 which includes his conclusion about the UFO was added at the
arrangements for the examination that the UFO account was a hoax. request of Sheriff Gillespie. Gilson
were made by Mr. James Lorenzen, 3. The voucher receipt from the stressed... "That one question does
APRO'sdirector, and the test was paid National Enquirer payable to not make it a valid test as far as
for by the National Enquirer. The McCarthy's Arizona Polygraph verifying the UFO incident,"
examination was administered by Mr. Laboratory dated Jan. 14, 1976, for
John J. McCarthy, director of the "Trevis Walton UFO Incident." WALTON'S CHARACTER
Arizona Polygraph Laboratory in 4. Agreement to conduct test and
Phoenix. Mr. McCarthy's credentials supply report to National Enquirer. In the evaluation of witness testi-
are excellent. He was trained at the This statement is dated Feb. 15, mony, the credibility of the witness

Army's polygraph school at Fort 1976 rather than Nov. 15, 1975. This must also be evaluated.Gordon. Mr. McCarthy is a member of is clearly a typographical error. On May 5, 1971 Travis Walton an
the American Polygreph Association Charles Rogers pleaded guilty to first
and has been licensed by the State of Three months after Travis Walton degree burglary and forgery charges.
Illinois since 1964. At present, Arizona failed the first polygraph exam, he took (CharlesRogers isa younger brother of
does not require that polygraph exam- another one administered by George J. Michael Rogers, who was also in-
iners be licensed to practice in the Pfeifer, an examiner with only two volved in the UFO incident.) This
state, years' experience, who was.employed information was revealed by Travis

The examiner reported his findings by Tom Ezell Associates of Phoenix. Walton himself during a preliminary
as instructed to the National Enquirer The results of this test were widely discussion with the polygraph exam-
and Dr. James Harder, APRO's direc- publicized because he seemingly iner, Mr. McCarthy, and confirmed by
tor of research, immediately upon the passed the test with flying colors, Mr. state authorities.
completion of the test taken by Klass discovered that Travis Walton The young men agreed to make
Walton. Dr. Harder reported that dictated the questions that he wanted restitution of the funds and were
information to APRO's James tobe asked. Mr. Pfeifar complied with placed on a two year probation.
Lorenzen. Walton's request.To check the validity Arizona law provides that if probation

McCarthy was further instructed to oftha method of testing, the president is fulfilled satisfactorily the party may
send a written report to the National of Tom Ezell Associates, Mr. Tom later return and ask the Court to
Enquirer. The Enquirer instructed Ezell, was contacted. Ha stated that it expunge the record. Both of the boys
McCarthy not to reveal that ha had is perfectly proper for the sponsor of a retracted their original pleas after the
tested Walton. An excerpt from the test (APRO) to indicate the areas completion of the probation period.
report which was sent is, "Attempting which should be explored. However, At the time of the report there is no
to perpetrate a UFO hoax, and that he Mr,. Ezall in later correspondence with indication that Walton was continuing
has not been on any spacecraft." The Mr. Klass stated, "Because of the his youthful misbehavior.
report further stated that Trevis dictation of questions to be asked, this
Walton had tried unsuccessfully to test should be invalidated." Ha further

distort his respiration pattern in an stated that after examining the Travis PRIOR INTEREST IN UFOs (
attempt to deceive the examiner. How- Walton charts, "The reactions on the
over, he was unsuccessful, charts, to my way of interpretation, Interest in UFOs does not prohibit

APRO published a full account of would not be readable. You would not the interested party from having a valid
the Travis Waltor_ case in their Novem- be able to say if he (Trevis Walton) is sighting. However, in a large majority
bar 1975 newsletter whicl_ included the telling the truth or if he's lying." of hoax reports, prior interest is usually

(Continued on page4)
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NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA
Statement of Cash Receipts & Disbursements- January 1, 1975 through December 31, 1975

1. CASH RECEIPTS 1/1/75 through 12/31/75

New Members $ 6,666.60
Renewal Members 26,836.79

$33,502.79
NICAP PubIicetions:

STRANGE EFFECTS 163.30
UFO EVIDENCE 691.95

776.25
Resale Books:

INTERPLANETARY VISITORS 197.50
UTAH UFO DISPLAY 160.70
NO EARTHLY EXPLANATION 1,168.40
UFO CONTROVERSY 810.00
MACCABEE PAPERS 27,00

2.383.60
UFO Photo Package 1.524.00
Postage 162,14
Sale of Back Issues 196,30
NICAP Pin 52.00
Donations 5,586.04
Loan Proceeds 5,O00.0O
Other 1,161.47

13,671.95

TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS $50,333.59

2. CASH DISBURSEMENTS 1/1/75 through 12/31/75

Newsletter Postage& Mailing 2,222.73
Newsletter Envelopas 111.03
Computer Services 949.58
UFO Quarterly Review 620.03
Resale Books:

INTERPLANETARY VISITORS 192.55
UTAH UFO DISPLAY 794.41
NO EARTHLY EXPLANATION 408.95

Accounting Fees 550.00
Repairs 29.00
Office Supplies 438.51
Postage 600.00
Telephone 1,131.27
Travel 30.79
General Printing 999.70
Duplicating 156.08
Contracting Services:

Rent Newsletter Production
Staff Salaries Bookkeeping
Officer Salaries Publicity
Employee Benefits Research
PICA Equipment/Fur niture
Unemployment Expandable Office Supplies

35,000.00
General Research 76.40
Insurance 127.60
Loan Repayment 2,044,28
Sank Charges 66.51
Other 73B.43

$47,487.25
3. EXCESS OF CASH RECEIPTS OVER CASH DISBURSEMENTS

$ 2,846.34

NOTES TO STATEMENT:

NICAP operates on a cash basis, The statement shows this method of operation. However, there are certain major accounts payable and assets
which affect NICAP's financial position. As of December 31, 1976, NICAP held ninety (90] sharesof Cbesebrough-Ponds, Inc., _tock {12/31/75
market value: $5388.76) which was colleteralizing a bank loan of $3,000. This stock was sold in April 1976 and the loan paid. NICAP also holds
in reserve two hundred twenty-four (224) sharesof State Street Mutual Fund (12/31/75 market value: $$404A8).

Major accounts payable as of December 31, 1975, were:
1. Short term loan, Union 1st Bank $3000.00 (8% interest)
2. Short term loan, Acuff Associates, Inc. 1750.60 (no interest)
3. Computer serv{ces,A.G.P.A. _565.44
4. Postageadvances, Acuff Associates, Inc. 975.62
B. UFO Quarterly, Domonetics, Inc. 814.00
6. UFO Photo package, Oetma Studios 567.68
7. Newsletter mailing, National Labor Association 399.73
8, UFO CONTROVERSY, Indiana University Press 614.53
9, NO EARTHLY EXPLANATION, Phillips Publishing, Inc. 308.94

10. UTAH UFO DISPLAY, Devin Adair 1O0.Q0
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present. It has been reported else- submitted bythe other companies. By proceeded to inform Travis' mother
where that Walton had little or no prior the following summer (19751 it was that her son could not be found.
interest in the field. Dr. Howard clear to Rogers that he had grossly One member of the troopers in-
Kandell, one of the two physicians underestimated the magnitude of the formed Mr. Klass that when he
who examined Walton at APRO's job and could not complete it on time. explained the horrible fate of her son,
request was asked if the Waltons had He applied for an extension which was she simply replied, "I'm not sur-
indicated any prior interest in UFOs. granted but he was penalized $1.00 per prised."
Kendall replied: "They admitted to that acre for all work performed after the Mrs. Kellet suggested to the law
freely, that he (Travis) was a 'UFO expiration of the original contract date. enforcement officials that the search
Freak' so to speak,.._' He had made The new work completion deadline be abandoned, saying, "1 just don't
remarks that if he ever saw one, he'd was November 10, 1975. As the new think there's any use of looking any
like to go aboard, deadline approached, it became clear further,,, I don't think he's on this

Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, a psychiatrist that once again, they could not earth." Travis' brother, Duane, stated
who examined Walton was asked possibly complete the work by that thathewouldstayonthesiteandwait
whether he had mentioned any prior time and he would have to ask for because they always return their
interest in UFOs. He replied, "Every- another extension that would result in victims to the same spot.
body in the family claimed that they another pay cut. More serious, the At no time during the entire episode
had seen them (UFOs) . . . Trevis has Forest Service was withholding 10 did the family or crew members show
been preoccupied with this almost all percent of the payments until the job or express any concern for his well
of his life.., then he made the wasdone. Withwinterat hand, Rogers being. Mr. Klass stated that, "One
comment to his mother just prior to could not finish until the next spring to possibleexplanationfor the reaction of
this incident that if he was ever ab- collect these funds. The alleged UFO Rogers and the members of his family
ducted by a UFO, she was not to worry incident gave Rogers a legal basis for is that they knew the incident was a
because he'd be all right." Duane terminating his money-losing contract hoax and that Travis was safe in a
Walton has stated that he and Travis on the ground that his crew would not terrestrial hideout, rather than aboard
had often discussed the possibility of return to the work site out of fear, an extraterrestrial spacecraft that
getting a ride on a UFO. allowing Rogersto collect the withheld might be taking him to a distant world

funds and pay his crew. from which he might never"return,"
On November 8, while Travis was

"still missing," Duane said he was not
MOTIVATION OF THE SIX at all concerned for his brother's
WITNESSES safety. Duane said he regretted that "1

SUMMARY haven't been able to experience the
It has been stated that there was no same thing."

motivation, other than possible friend- The reaction of the Travis Walton In any scientific investigation, all
ship for the other six witnesses to familywhen informed that he had been data must be cor_sidered. Any organi-
corroborate Walton's story if it were "zapped" away on a UFO provides a zation or corporation reporting on in-
not true. Investigation has revealed a valuable measure of whether they had vestigations has the responsibility to
strong financial possible motive for prior knowledge of a planned hoax. If disclose all facts to its readers.., not
Mike Rogers and the other five crew they believed that the incident actually just the information which supports a
members to perpetrate a hoax. took place, they would realize that they preconceived position.

Mike Rogers had submitted a bid in might never see Travis again. Troopers When the strengths and weaknesses
the spring of 1974 to the U.S. Forest from the Navajo County Sheriff's of the Walton Case are evaluated, it
Service for a timber thinning operation Department assembled late on the seems that the indications are that a
of 1,277 acres of land in a National night of November 5 and returned to hoax has been perpetrated. NICAP
Forest," located in the Apache-Sit- the alleged ,site to search for Trevis. It members now have additional data it
greaves area. His bid was accepted was not until several hours after mid- their disposal and can reach their own
and was 27% under the mid-figure night on Nov. 6 that the group then conclusions.
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